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“If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.” 
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Known in part for the raw, gritty, and graphic docudramas “The Wire,” “The Corner,” 
and “The 12 O’clock Boys,” Baltimore is like most urban centers riddled with a host 
of structural and racial challenges impacting the academic and social development of 
Black male youth.  The problems confronting Baltimore’s young Black males are many: 
high morbidity, mortality, unemployment, and under-employment rates; substandard 
education; below-average life span; arrest and imprisonment- overrepresentation; 
and exorbitant public and private costs for the social pathologies related to them. 
Far too many local observers, elected officials, policy-makers  and corporate and 
foundation CEOs are quick to dismiss these ill-fated and disabling social phenomena 
as intractable realities anchored in foreordained inequality. These perspectives allow 
them to look the other way- or not at all; even though, overwhelming data on the 
quality and life trajectories of these young men suggest generations of Black males 
will continue dropping out of high school, dying at alarming rates, and entangled in the 
juvenile and criminal justice systems.  

 “What happens to a dream deferred?” is the opening line of one of the most famous 
poems in American history. Langston Hughes’ question resounded and became the 
clarion call for a deeper understanding of the plight of Black people during the 1930s. 
Sadly in 2017, that same question reverberates in the minds and hearts of Baltimore’s 
Black males as the number of homicides, non-fatal injuries, arrests, and other social 
pathologies continue to rise. In 2015, the year 26-year-old West Baltimore resident 
Freddie Gray died from injuries sustained while in Baltimore Police custody, the 
city had an astounding 344 homicides. Baltimore had 318 homicides during the 

subsequent year, giving rise to a series of articles in The Baltimore Sun titled, Shoot 
to Kill. The articles were the by-product of a yearlong investigation that included 
a review of crime statistics and hospital data, as well as interviews with homicides 
detectives to determine the reasons for the dramatic rise in fatalities in Baltimore, 
which claimed the lives of an overwhelming number of Black males.

According to Justin George, a Baltimore Sun investigative reporter, Baltimore has 
experienced an increase from 13% more than two 
decades ago to 62% in 2016. In a city that averages more 
than 1,000 shootings annually, for some staying alive 
becomes a greater priority than going to school. The 
daily trauma that Baltimore’s Black male youth face must 
be acknowledged and dealt with as the city seeks to 
leverage its grassroots organizations, which are valuable, 
untapped resources  that can support and complement 
the mobilization of existing structures like Baltimore 
City Public Schools, Baltimore City Health Department, 
Baltimore City Police Department, and a host of other 
agencies that interface with large numbers of Black male 
youth. 

Kevin’s sentiments provide a real and disturbing glimpse 
into the enormous survival challenges facing Black males 
of all ages in communities across Baltimore. This report 
reflects a serious and dire need to develop, expand, 
invest in, and evaluate efforts targeting one of the most 
traumatized and underserved populations in Baltimore 
-- adolescent Black males. 

It is our hope that Baltimore becomes a place where 
Black boys and men feel connected, appreciated, valued, and supported. Achieving 
this, we believe, requires a strategic vision, narrative, and infrastructure framework 
that elicits, encourages, and compels the city’s key stakeholders to view Black 
male youth as assets versus deficits. Furthermore, it is our profound hope that the 
negative public images of Baltimore’s young black males linking them to anti-school 
identities, violence and misogyny will no longer serve as the only and accepted 
narrative framing present and future discussions about their life opportunities and 
chances going forward.

The recommendations presented in this initial report are intended to establish a 
blueprint that can be used to focus city-wide collaborations and refine programmatic 
strategies to realistically address the alarming challenges faced by Black male youth. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“These streets 
are dangerous. 
I sit in school 
thinking about 

making it home. 
They killed my 

cousin last night. 
He was good 

people!”

Kevin, 
a 16-year-old 

8th grade dropout

Getty Images
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In January 2017, the Baltimore My Brother’s Keeper 
(MBK-Baltimore), with support from the Annie E. Casey 
and Open Society Foundations, tasked consultants David 
Miller and Richard Rowe with a 90-day scan of existing 
programs serving the City’s Black male youth and to 
access the organizational and leadership capacity of 
grassroots particularly.  Miller and Rowe have worked with 
philanthropic, mission driven, local state, and national entities 
in the field of Black Male Achievement. 

The work plan included a series of focus groups to elicit 
voices from a diverse population of Black male youth. 
Cohorts included youth in traditional and alternative high 
schools, credit recovery programs, street corner youth in the 
Sandtown-Winchester and Park Heights communities and 
out-of-school youth served by community providers.

The Task Force was chaired by Congressman Elijah 
Cummings (D-MD.) and staffed by individuals from city 
agencies, nonprofits, advocacy groups and academic 
institutions.  

In October 2016, the MBK-Baltimore Task Force selected 
milestones four and five as part of the My Brother’s Keeper 
Challenge (http://mbkchallenge.org/executives/) to guide the 
local efforts. 

Recommendations for Action also included in this report are 
based on the following:

These milestones speak to strengthening the labor 
market through high school completion and enhanced 
skill development among Black male youth entering the 
workforce post high school/GED. With an emerging 
economy, more jobs will require postsecondary 
education, technological skills, or training -- often through 
apprenticeships or formal skills programs.   

This MBK-Baltimore Task Force report seeks to shape, develop, and implement 
recommendations to improve high school success and college/career readiness 
among Black male youth ages 14 and up. 

To this end, we acknowledge the limited scope of this report due to significant 
barriers, including a lack of staffing and resources to expand the scope of program 
scan to engage other, often-ignored groups like athletic teams, faith institutions and 
fraternities. 

The city’s racial demographics are 63.7% Black and 29.6% White. By contrast, in 
2010 Baltimore had 620,961 residents -- 395,781 Blacks, 183,830 Whites and 25,960 
Hispanics. 

Key Baltimore data:
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Completing 
Postsecondary 
Education or 
Training

Successfully 
Entering the 
Workforce

BALTIMORE AT A GLANCE

There are 
180,955 
Black men 
living in the 
city, or29% 
of the 
population.
 

There are 
more black 
women 
(214,826) 
than black 
men.
 

From 
2000 to 
2015, the 
black male 
population 
shrunk by 
more than 
10,000.
 

There are 
50,320 
black men 
under 
age18, or 
28% of 
the total 
Black male 
population.

Overall, 
black men 
under age 
18 make 
up 8% of 
the City’s 
population.
 

An 
estimated 
20,000 
children, or 
15%, have an 
incarcerated 
/supervised 
parent
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High School Completion: Leaving school without earning a high school diploma 
or passing a General Education Development (GED) test has been associated 
with undesirable outcomes, including lower lifetime earnings, higher rates 
of unemployment, poor health, drug and alcohol use, income inequality, high 
incarceration rates, homelessness and lower labor force participation and college 
attendance/completion. Even though Baltimore has seen improved high school 
graduation rates, it still lags the state rate by a significant margin. A high number 
of Baltimore’s Black male students drop out or are pushed out of school. Further 
evidence suggests that overall, many Baltimore City Public School graduates aren’t 
prepared for college.  

In 2012, 76.6% of the city’s high school graduates who enrolled in two-year or four-
year colleges during the fall following graduation needed to take a remedial course. 
Also, it is likely that Black male students made up a large percentage of all college 
students needing to take remedial courses. 

Successfully Entering the 
Workforce: It’s clear a college 
degree can improve life outcomes. 
According to recent Department 
of Labor data (https://www.bls.
gov/careeroutlook/2014/data-on-
display/education-still-pays.htm) 
in 2012, those with a high school 
diploma earned $32,630 annually, 
while those with a bachelor’s 
degree or higher made, on average, 
$70,523. A bachelor’s degree has 
also been linked with longer life 
expectancy, lower incarceration 
rates, higher employment, and 
greater labor force participation, as 

well as social and family stability, income equality and greater civic engagement. 

Additionally, in the emerging economy, more jobs require a level of postsecondary 
education, technological skills, or training, often through apprenticeships and 
formal skills programs. By 2020, 65 percent of all jobs in the economy will require 
postsecondary education and training beyond high school (Georgetown University-
Center on Education and the Workforce analysis).

The workplan included: 5 
Focus Groups – students in 
total (30 in-school students/16 
out of school students).
The focus groups explored 
youth’s views and ideas related 
to (a) high school completion, 
(b) career and work post 
high school, and (c) general 
challenges they faced while 
growing up Black and male in 
Baltimore City. We also discussed the prospect of relationships, marriage and raising 
children in Baltimore. Six of the participants were teen fathers, and the groups 
included Black male youth ages 14-19.

Comments and the discussions within the focus group indicated a population of 
Black male youth living in communities with high rates of trauma and exposure 
to violence. When asked about mental health services, several indicated receiving 
services while in elementary school. Several of the out of school youth indicated 
receiving mental health services during periods of incarceration.

HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION

SUCCESSFULLY 
ENTERING THE 

WORKFORCE

YOUTH 
VOICE-FOCUS 
GROUPS
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UNIQUE CHALLENGES: 
Numerous focus group participants stated that traumatic 
incidents have impacted their academic performance.
Sadly, they also described the repeated loss of family 
members and peers to street violence and incarceration.  

 • After Miller and Rowe said they smelled marijuana in 
many of the halls and other common spaces in some 
schools, several participants openly discussed smoking 
marijuana as a primary coping mechanism for the stress 
involved in their daily lives. 

*It is important that mental health services be woven 
into any serious effort targeting older Black male 
youth.

All of the focus group participants articulated a belief 
that completing high school was important for obtaining 
a “good job.” 

As part of the work plan, focus groups were conducted 
with 46 Black male youths representing schools and 
communities across the Baltimore. The focus groups 
were implemented to elevate the voices of Black males 

under age 18. Often marginalized, Black male youth represent a steady population 
of Baltimore citizens. The focus groups sought to gain reflections, opinions, and 
recommendations from Black male youth in three core areas:

The focus groups led to rich reflections addressing the unique challenges faced by 
Black male youth. Focus group participants provided honest insight on everything from 
challenges in school and within the larger community to- navigating encounters with 
the police and accessing employment.

Comments and the discussions within the focus group indicated a population of 
Black male youth living in communities with high rates of trauma and exposure 
to violence. When asked about mental health services, several indicated receiving 
services while in elementary school. Several of the dropouts indicated receiving 
mental health services during periods of incarceration.

     SUMMARIES FROM FOCUS GROUPS/SURVEY

100% of participants believed that receiving a high school diploma is essential and the 
bare minimum requirement for societal success. Most of the young men stated they 
would like to make life better for themselves and to make their moms and family 
members proud. 

Encouragement to attend and remain in school was mixed from immediate family 
members (mothers/grandmothers) or extended family members (cousins/uncles)  in-
school staff (teachers, administrators and coaches) and among their peer group. Only 
a minority of the students had a relationship with their fathers and/or received any 
encouragement from them.

Eighty percent of the students equated “best experiences” with classroom success, 
excelling in sports, going on field trips, and being placed in specific, “career-focused” 
academies (e.g., the recording arts, media and production, leadership and public policy, 
the fire and rescue program or electrical and robotics programs).

Seventy-three percent of the students equated “worst experiences” with failing grades 
violent encounters with other students-, encounters with teachers that didn’t care and 
disciplinary incidents that led to suspension.

Seventy-four percent of participants had mixed feelings about whether the education 
they were receiving was preparing them for a “good job” or collegiate success.  Some of 
the students emphatically answered no, saying the courses were too general, outdated 
and they believed they were taking a lot of lower-level courses and too many teachers 
had low expectations of them. A small minority of students thought they were being 
adequately prepared, but acknowledged they had to apply themselves, take harder 
courses and engage in studying outside the classroom.

Ninety percent of participants were not aware of, nor were they receiving, services via 
city programs (GED, job training/workforce development, mentoring and mental health). 
Some had heard of the youth centers. 

Ninety-seven percent of the participants agreed that making money and being able to 
support their family was just as important as going to school. 

“Hard to 
concentrate in 

school when you 
gotta watch your 
back all the time. 
Even in school!”

DJ, 
an 11th grader 

who lives in West 
Baltimore and 

hopes to graduate 
and attend 

college

High school 
experiences
 

Prospects 
of college/
careers post 
high school

Accessing 
community 
programs

“No one is coming to save us, it is time for us 
to stand up and save ourselves!” 

Ron Beazer
One More One Less Mentoring
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The effectiveness of Baltimore’s grassroots 
providers serving Black male youth 
is essential to improve outcomes for 
Black men and boys.  Acknowledging 
the vital role of these programs mean 
a commitment to strengthening the 
performance and capacity of the 
organizations to deliver effective services 
and results that successfully engage and 
support Black male youth. 

To monitor the capacity and leadership of 
grassroots organizations, the consultants 
created a tool to assess the landscape of 
grassroots providers serving older Black 
male youth. The assessment data was 
analyzed and compiled by Root Cause, a 
Boston-based consulting firm specializing 
in developing performance and assessment 
strategies for nonprofits.

Root Cause has a national reputation for 
providing technical assistance in the field 
of Black Male Achievement through its 
partnership with the Campaign for Black 
Male Achievement (CBMA), a national 
nonprofit that is a spinoff of the Black male 
achievement engagement work seeded  by 
the Open Society Foundations. 

The Capacity Building and Leadership 
Assessment Survey was designed to 
address many unanswered questions about 
the strengths of Baltimore grassroots 
organizations serving Black male youth. We 

believe an intentional focus on addressing 
the academic, social, and familial challenges 
confronting Black male youth requires a 
multi-pronged approach:

Assess areas where grassroots 
organizations can improve their 
capacity to achieve their missions;

Identify and document the 
effectiveness of interventions targeting 
Black male youth;

Invest in grassroots organizations 
currently serving older Black male 
youth (ages 14- up) and provide 
capacity building support that allows 
them to scale-up and measure the 
effectiveness of their interventions.

Twenty-eight (28) organizations completed 
the assessment. Forty-two organizations 
were invited to complete the assessment. 
While this is a small number of 
organizations in the Baltimore provider 
community that serve older Black male 
youth, it was large enough to provide useful 
insight for the purposes of this report. 

LEVERAGING GRASSROOTS 
ORGANIZATIONS

Project Pneuma is a holistic program 
focused on forgiveness and curbing impulse 
actions in young African American males by 
teaching them yoga, mindfulness, breathing 

techniques and martial arts. Project Pneuma 
also partners with the Baltimore City Police 
Department to encourage building of bonds 
of trust, respect, and cultural competencies 

between Black male youths and new 
officers.                

Damion Cooper, Project Pneuma

“ “
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ASSESSMENT FINDINGS:
1. Overwhelming need for healing among 

grassroots groups (trust and scarcity of 
resources)

2. Lack of clarity around the importance of 
meaningful collaboration

3. Fragmented field of providers (lack of 
coordinated efforts to organize groups working 
with Black male youths

4. Serious lack of investment targeting young Black 
males (financial and training, as well as technical 
assistance)

5. The absence of key and clear outcome metrics 
to determine what is working (What should be 
measured?)

6. Lack of data collection protocols, which limits 
an understanding of the number of Black male 
youths being served

7. Strong interests in learning more about research 
and evaluation of programming
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77% provide services targeting youth skill 

development, mentoring and health/
healing;

33% stated that their staff is one hundred 
percent (100%) unpaid volunteers; and 
twenty-one percent (21%) stated they have 
part-time paid staff and unpaid volunteers;

83% have a budget of less than $50,000.00;

92% had an interest in participating in a program 
evaluation “course” to expand on the data 
collection methods they currently use. 

REFLECTIONS 
AND CHALLENGES 

REPORTED BY 
GRASSROOTS 

ORGANIZATIONS 
IN STRUCTURED 

INTERVIEWS 
AND LISTENING 

SESSIONS:

“Mentoring Male Teens in the Hood 
is trying to empower young Black 
males in the community to make 
positive choices and to maximize 
their personal potential. Accessing 
stable funding would build our 
infrastructure and assist us with 
reaching more vulnerable Black males 
in Baltimore City.” 

Cameron Miles, Director
Mentoring Male Teens in the Hood
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INVESTING AND STRENGTHENING THE 
CAPACITY OF EXISTING BALTIMORE BASED 

ORGANIZATIONS:
Launching of a Capacity Building and Sustainability Incubator (CBSI) to strengthen the 
organizational capacity and financial sustainability of a select number of grassroots 
organizations currently work with Black male youth and up. To participate in the 
CBSI, and to be eligible for any funds and technical assistance/ongoing coaching, the 
organizations would commit to a yearlong process (12 months).

The CBSI would interview and vet grassroots groups with an annual budget of less than 
$150,000.00. The following are CBSI key objectives:

• Understanding of best practices and models that have proven successful in 
achieving optimum program effectiveness and organizational readiness.

• Understanding the importance of research and evaluation to determine program 
effectiveness.

• Challenging service providers to develop an effective system of accountability and 
transparency.

KEY CBSI FEATURES WOULD INCLUDE:
•  Monthly sessions featuring content experts/professionals across multiple fields 

focused on non-profit management. Web-based (webinars) applications will also 
be offered and archived. 

• Opportunities for grassroots organizations to apply for and receive mini-grants, 
technical assistance and ongoing coaching/support in the following core areas:

• A $30,000.00 grant that would be used for general operating costs.
 

Additionally, investing in the capacity building of grassroots organizations would 
strengthen the sector and build the community-based infrastructure that is needed 
to change the narrative around Black male youth in Baltimore.

BASED ON ASSESSMENT RESULTS, GRASSROOTS 
ORGANIZATIONS CALLED FOR:

IMPROVED 
FUNDING 
PRACTICES

Groups completing the 
assessments expressed 
concern about current 
funding practices. Long-
term funding is essential 
to the health and 
programmatic viability of 
grassroots, Baltimore-based 
organizations. Technical 
assistance is needed for 
applying for funding and 
documenting results.

MORE SUPPORT 
FOR SMALLER 

ORGANIZATIONS

Most participants argued 
the importance of providing 
more support to smaller 
organizations. Groups 
acknowledged challenges 
with applying for grants via 
organizations like the Family 
League and other funding 
resources (application 
process & criteria). 
Important suggestions 
included partnerships 
with City government and 
foundations to strengthen 
services and outreach. 
Assessments indicate that 
large numbers of Black male 
youth are not connected to 
traditional programs.

COLLABORATE 
AND POOL 
RESOURCES

Participants agreed that 
collaboration was a key 
action item for supporting 
work with Black males 
across disciplines and 
interests. This process 
would include learning from 
other groups and sharing 
resources. Several groups 
discussed transportation 
and building space as 
key areas that strategic 
collaborations could 
support.

RECOMMENDATION(S) 
FOR ACTION

1. Organizational Readiness 
2. Proposal Writing
3. Board Development  
4. Fiscal Management, Financial 
5. Program Development 

6. Oversite and Governance  
7. Data Collection (understanding metrics)
8. Technology Integration

“Capacity building is whatever is needed to bring a nonprofit to the next level of 
operational, programmatic, financial, or organizational maturity, so it may more effectively 
and efficiently advance its mission into the future. Capacity building is not a one-time effort 
to improve short-term effectiveness, but a continuous improvement strategy toward the 
creation of a sustainable and effective organization.”– National Council of Non-Profits

 
“It is hard to support beloved members of my community when I have to work so 
hard to support and sustain myself. Funding is critical to the success of programs 

like The Black Male Yoga Initiative because community members don’t t value 
themselves so they see no value at all in investing in a holistic health care practice.”

Changa Bell, 
The Black Male Yoga Initiative
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This report is a major step in understanding the broader 
landscape of organizations working on the ground in 
Baltimore to support Black male youth, and should be 
considered for implementing new and effective ways of 
engaging one of the City’s most vulnerable populations. 

Our recommendation builds a foundation for the 
development of a new narrative and approach for addressing 
challenges faced by Black male youth. Endless reports have 
been written outlining the academic and social status of 
young Black men in Baltimore; however, few have yielded 
tangible fruit. 

We strongly believe an intentional focus on strengthening 
the capacity and leadership of grassroots organizations can 
support scaling up efforts to reach underserved Black male 
youth. 

This process will require a solid commitment by Baltimore 
City Government and the foundation community to support 
a shift in the way business has historically been conducted in 
Baltimore City regarding funding and organizational support. 
All too often, groups are funded regardless of their ability to 
meaningfully connect with community residents and youth. 

While Baltimore City is rich with nonprofits, funding and 
other resources, Baltimore’s most underutilized resource is 
a growing community of grassroots providers. 
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organizations that contributed their time, expertise and resources to enable completion 
of this study. 
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appreciated. 

Special thanks also go to Dr. Phillip Leaf, Center for the Prevention of Youth Violence- 
Johns Hopkins University, Jonathan Gross- Baltimore City Health Department, Dr. Andre 
Bundley- Baltimore City Public Schools, Dr. Lindsay Beane- Public Health Consultant and 
Campaign for Black Male Achievement and Root Cause for technical support, advice, and 
counsel.

Thank you to the 28 grassroots organizations that participated in the “Landscape 
Assessment.” Their involvement and insights represent an invitation and challenge to an 
ongoing and important conversation related to effectively serving young Black males.

We would also like to thank the young males who participated in the focus groups. 
Their voices and perspectives were thought-provoking, illuminating, and invaluable to 
reimagining and shaping a compelling narrative about young Black males for the City and 
for programs that work with them.

We would also like to acknowledge funding for this report from the following 
foundations: Open Society Foundation and the Annie E. Casey Foundation. 
Many thanks to Natalie Estelle for the layout, Laurie Willis, and Dr. Stacey Bouchet for 
editorial recommendations. 
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“If you are silent about 
your pain, they’ll kill you and 

say you enjoyed it.” 

- Zora Neale Hurston


